
RSMeans data from Gordian

Discover the Right RSMeans data Format for Your Needs

Local, Accurate and Complete Construction Cost Data

RSMeans data from Gordian is a comprehensive database of construction labor, material and equipment costs. This data

enables you to budget accurately, estimate with confidence, save time, improve decision-making and increase profits. The

information contained in RSMeans data is easy to understand and helps you track volatile costs for more than 970

locations across the U.S. and Canada. By investing more than 22,000 hours in research every year, Gordian delivers

reliable construction costs, allowing you to stay up-to-date and overcome cost estimating challenges and market

volatility.

RSMeans Data Online

Enjoy convenient, cloud-based access to the industry’s leading construction cost database. Harness the power of

RSMeans data with advanced features such as the square foot model estimator, cost alerts and trends analysis and

predictive cost data. Quarterly data updates populate automatically, ensuring you have the most recent cost data at your

fingertips.

Construction Cost Books

Annual cost books have been in publication since the

1940s, providing construction costs for many project

types and trades, including city cost indexes,

productivity rates and crew composition. Available in

print and eBook formats, RSMeans data cost books are

the industry standard and provide a quick reference of

prices across North America. Quarterly updates are

available for download.

CostWorks CDs

Developed to give estimators an electronic toolset for

referencing and manipulating construction costs,

CostWorks CDs are popular with organizations that

require shared access to the data in their own

environment. Quarterly data updates are available for

download within the application.

Consulting and Services

We can help you improve preliminary estimates and

budget more accurately. Our team of data engineers

will provide customized line items to fit your specific

building types. Plus, we’ll train your team how to

properly use our estimating software.

Data Integrations

Enhance your software with the leading construction

cost database. Whether you access our costs via API or

a flat file, you can seamlessly integrate the power of

RSMeans data into your internal software or offer it as

a valuable add-on to your customers.



“ In budgeting for projects in upcoming years, I had to put an estimate together that included
several civil items that I did not have experience with. RSMeans data allowed me to
determine the scopes of work, auxiliary pricing needed for those scopes, and come up with a
reasonably accurate estimate for the project as a whole.”

William Delker, Construction Cost Estimator, Travis County

Building Knowledge gordian.com

Every day, construction professionals rely on Gordian’s RSMeans data for reliable construction costs.

Visit gordian.com or contact us at 800.874.2291 or info@gordian.com to find the right cost dataset for

you.

How the Database is Built

Construction costs are comprised of material, labor and/or equipment prices and can be referenced at the unit, assembly

or square foot level of detail.

Actively monitored data points fueling our database:


